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1 Introduction 

This contribution provides a formula to calculate the necessary buffer for H-ARQ mechanism 

corresponding to various system throughputs. Comparing with existing 3GPP LTE QPP turbo code  [1] and 

IEEE 802.16e CTC  [2], the necessary buffer is impressive. However the buffer is not necessary. A mechanism 

is necessary to accommodate this situation. 

2 HARQ buffer formula 

Fig. 1 illustrates H-ARQ communication system. The system will stores the received transmission 

redundant bits if the decoded bits do not pass CRC verification. Since the receiver has to allocate a buffer for H-

ARQ mechanism, the case that no packet passes CRC verification would be generally considered to avoid 

packet discarding. Therefore the necessary buffer would increase with system throughput SMbps. The buffer is 

also linear to round trip delay Tms. Since the H-ARQ mechanism stores coded samples, higher code rate Rc leads 

less storage. Higher modulation order M also reduces memory storage if symbol level storage is considered. 

Therefore we have a formula to describe the relationship between buffer size and system throughput. 
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If bit-level storage is considered, the associated equations become 
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Fig. 1: H-ARQ communication system. 

 

Given this formula, Table 1 shows examples for the necessary buffer. Comparing with 3GPP LTE QPP 

turbo code  [1], the decoder only requires around 30.720 soft bits for received samples and extrinsic information. 

Comparing with the WiMAX reference system  [3], the decoder only requires 2.880 soft bits for received 

samples and extrinsic information. Comparing with H-ARQ buffer, all algorithms are low complexity under the 

mentioned throughput. 
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Table 1: Throughput calculation corresponding to rates. 

 SMbps=100Mbps 

Tms=5ms 

SMbps=1000Mbps 

Tms=5ms 

Rc=1/2 (Bit level buffer) 1000K [Soft Bits] 10M [Soft Bits] 

Rc=4/5 (Bit level buffer) 625K [Soft Bits] 6.25M [Soft Bits] 

Rc=1/2, M=2 (QPSK) (Symbol level 

buffer for one retransmission) 

500K [Soft Bits] 5M [Soft Bits] 

Rc=1/2, M=4 (16QAM) (Symbol level 

buffer for one retransmission) 

250K [Soft Bits] 2.5M [Soft Bits] 

Rc=1/2, M=6 (64QAM) (Symbol level 

buffer for one retransmission) 

167K [Soft Bits] 1.67M [Soft Bits] 

 

3 Conclusions 

H-ARQ requires a mechanism to reduce hybrid ARQ buffer without performance degradation. 

H-ARQ requires a new coding scheme to avoid hybrid ARQ buffer with less packet error rate. 
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===============================   TEXT  Proposal   =============================== 

H-ARQ requires a mechanism to reduce hybrid ARQ buffer without performance degradation. 

H-ARQ requires a new coding scheme to avoid hybrid ARQ buffer with less packet error rate. 


